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§ 1619.1 Purpose.
This part is designed to insure disclosure of information that is a valid subject of public interest in the activities of a recipient.

§ 1619.2 Policy.
A recipient shall adopt a procedure for affording the public appropriate access to the Act, Corporation rules, regulations and guidelines, the recipient’s written policies, procedures, and guidelines, the names and addresses of the members of its governing body, and other materials that the recipient determines should be disclosed. The procedure adopted shall be subject to approval by the Corporation.

§ 1619.3 Referral to the Corporation.
If a person requests information, not required to be disclosed by this part, that the Corporation may be required to disclose pursuant to part 1602 of this chapter implementing the Freedom of Information Act, the recipient shall either provide the information or inform the person seeking it how to request it from the Corporation.

§ 1619.4 Exemptions.
Nothing in this part shall require disclosure of:
(a) Any information furnished to a recipient by a client;
(b) The work product of an attorney or paralegal;
(c) Any material used by a recipient in providing representation to clients;
(d) Any matter that is related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of the recipient; or
(e) Personnel, medical, or similar files.
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§ 1620.1 Purpose.
This part is designed to provide guidance to recipients for setting priorities and to ensure that a recipient’s governing body adopts written priorities for the types of cases and matters, including emergencies, to which the recipient’s staff will limit its commitment of time and resources.

§ 1620.2 Definitions.
(a) A case is a form of program service in which an attorney or paralegal of a recipient provides legal services to one or more specific clients, including, without limitation, providing representation in litigation, administrative proceedings, and negotiations, and such actions as advice, providing brief services and transactional assistance, and assistance with individual Private Attorney Involvement (PAI) cases.
(b) A matter is an action which contributes to the overall delivery of program services but does not involve direct legal advice to or legal representation of one or more specific clients. Examples of matters include both direct services, such as community education presentations, operating pro se clinics, providing information about the availability of legal assistance, and developing written materials explaining legal rights and responsibilities; and indirect services, such as training, continuing legal education, general supervision of program services, preparing and disseminating desk manuals, PAI recruitment, intake when no case is undertaken, and tracking substantive law developments.